Our Lady of La Salette Prophecy Decoded Pt 2
This will be part two in
my series on the
amazing prophecies
which Mary gave to two
Shepherd children,
Melanie Calvat and
Maximin Giraud, at La
Salette, France, way
back in 1846 and last
night at this time I did my
first program and I just
want to do a very brief review of what we discovered. I think the most
important thing was that Pope Francis could very well be the False
Prophet. And the reason I say that is because Mary described four
consecutive End Times Popes, Pope Paul Vl, Pope John Paul l, Pope
John Paul ll and Pope Benedict but no Pope Francis. And she followed
Pope Benedict by talking about the reign of the Antichrist and she said
that Pope John Paul ll and Pope Benedict, his successor in other
words, would not see the triumph of the Church. Well, certainly, if the
next pope, Pope Francis, would see the triumph of the Church, it
seems logical that Mary would refer to him, that he would be extremely
important. But there's no word about Pope Francis at all and I think that
is the clue to understand who the False Prophet is.
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Seven years ago those same clues were there but I didn't understand
what was meant by them because Pope Francis had not been elected.
And I'm beginning to realize that these clues are given, both in this
prophecy of La Salette and in Bible prophecy, not to identify either the
False Prophet or the Antichrist ahead of time, but rather to verify their
identity after they take office. And the reason I wanted to mention that
is because on this program I will be going over the second half of the
La Salette prophecy and Mary talks about the Antichrist so I'm not
going to give you any false hope that I will be able to identify the
Antichrist from these clues, in other words, reveal his identity, because
he has not been revealed yet. These clues will make sense only after
he takes his office.
So now, I thought we could go back to where we were last night and
we were looking at part four: 'France, Italy, Spain and England will
be at war. Blood will flow in the streets. Frenchman will fight
Frenchman, Italian will fight Italian.' The only war this can refer to
after 1865 must be World War 2; that's the only war in which all those
four nations were involved. Someone tried to tell me that there will be
civil war in those countries in the near future but that phrase,
'Frenchman against Frenchman', refers to World War 2 where there
was the Vichy government in France, which supported the Nazis on
one side, and there was the Resistance on the other side. And now
let's go back to this section four and we will see why it’s important to
understand that Mary was referring to World War 2: 'A general
war (WW 3) will follow which will be appalling. For a time, God will
cease to remember France and Italy because the Gospel of Jesus
Christ has been forgotten (that's a very important phrase) the
wicked will make use of all their evil ways. Men will kill each
other, massacre each other, even in their homes.'
So why is that an important phrase? I think what we are talking about
is where Mary said in the Third Secret of Fátima, she gave the
example: 'In Portugal the dogma of the faith will always be
preserved'. What Mary is saying here is that the dogma of the faith
will not always be preserved in France and Italy.
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God will not forget Portugal or any other country where the dogma of
the faith is preserved, I think also in Poland, for example. But it's very
possible that what Mary is saying here at La Salette is that France will
be forgotten. France and Italy will be forgotten by God because they
abandon the dogma of the faith, as Mary predicted in the Third Secret
of Fátima.
Continuing now with section four: 'At the first blow of his thundering
sword, the mountains and all nature will tremble in terror, for the
disorders and crimes of men have pierced the vault of the
heavens.' This is not a war; these are the Seal, Bowl and Trumpet
judgments, as described in the book of Revelation. 'Paris will burn
and Marseille will be engulfed (probably refers to a tsunami) several
cities will be shaken down and swallowed up by earthquakes.
People will believe that all is lost. Nothing will be seen but
murder, nothing will be heard but the clash of arms and
blasphemy.' Obviously these events have not yet occurred, these are
in the future: the burning of Paris and the engulfing of Marseille. The
first blow from God's thundering sword means that this precedes
Armageddon which is the last blow from God. The clash of arms which
Mary describes is part of Armageddon.
And now Mary describes the last blow from God: 'The righteous will
suffer greatly. Their prayers, their penances and their tears will
rise up to Heaven and all of God's people will beg for forgiveness
and mercy and will plead for my help and intercession (this is Mary
speaking, remember). And then Jesus Christ, in an act of His
justice (justice means He destroys His enemies) and His great
mercy (that means He will save the rest of us) will command His
angels to have all His enemies put to death.' So clearly, this
describes the tribulation for Christians followed by Armageddon and
'MY help and intercession’ refers to Mary's help. Mary is announcing
here in the La Salette prophecies that SHE is going to be the help of
our Remnant Catholic Church. And what we see here is the 'secret of
earth' followed by the 'secret of heaven'. Remember, Jacinta said
'there is a secret of heaven and a secret of earth and the latter is
terrifying'. The 'latter which is terrifying' is World War 3. It will be
followed by Armageddon and Jesus said: 'If I do not return there will
be no flesh left on earth'. And the in very last words of the book of
Revelation we pray; 'Jesus Lord come quickly, maranatha’.
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Next, Mary describes the thousand years of peace, also known as the
Millennium: 'Suddenly the persecutors of the Church of Jesus
Christ and all those given over to sin will perish and the earth will
become desert like.' So, this is the secret of heaven at Armageddon
which will be to our advantage because the supporters of the Antichrist
will be removed from earth. And I believe that the desert conditions
caused in these End Times will be from the End Times comet. And I
believe they will be preceded by the three days of darkness.
So let's continue with this fourth section: 'And then peace will be
made (now this is the thousand years of peace or, in other words, the
Millennium) and man will be reconciled with God. Jesus Christ will
be served, worshiped and glorified. Charity will flourish
everywhere. The new Kings (not the ten Kings of the Antichrist) will
be the right arm of the holy Church (there will be no more
separation of church and state) which will be strong, humble and
pious in its poor but fervent imitation of the virtues of Jesus
Christ. The Gospel will be preached everywhere and mankind will
make great progress in its faith, for there will be unity among the
workers of Jesus Christ and man will live in fear of God.' I can't
think of any other Marian apparition which describes the Millennium
even though it's very important in Bible prophecy. For example, Jesus
tells the parable of the talents which is a description of the Millennium.
Let's go through a chronological summary of section four and we'll
review what Mary talked about. At the beginning, as is the case with all
of these sections, a year was given and that was 1865.
Then we saw Mary describe the
infiltration of seminaries and convents
and that was perpetrated in this country
primarily by Bella Dodd the Communist;
she was following the instructions of her
Communist handlers. Then Mary
described World War 2 between 1939
and 1945. Then she described war which
has not yet happened, and she called it a
‘general war’; that must be World War 3.
And then she said that ‘Paris will burn
Marseille will be engulfed’; that's also in
the future. She said there will be a clash
of arms; that refers to Armageddon and
then the Millennium.
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And La Salette is, as I said, alone, as far as I know, among Marian
apparitions where she describes the Millennium. And you have to be
very careful: don't confuse the Millennium with Millenarianism.
Millenarianism is a heresy; it is condemned by the Church; but that's
not the Millennium. Millenarianism is the false heresy that mankind can
be perfected without going through tribulation. The Millennium is what
occurs after tribulation. That is a true prophecy and that is part of La
Salette and, of course, many places in Scripture.
Next, Mary describes a forerunner of the Antichrist and we go to
section five and a new date, 1870, and Mary prophesies: 'This peace
among men will be short-lived.' This is a crucial first sentence. What
peace is Mary talking about? Every other Bible interpreter and Marian
apparition interpreter, in this case, has said that she's referring back to
the Millennium, the thousand years of peace, but that's where all
interpretations of La Salette have gone wrong because Mary is NOT
referring back to the Millennium, she is starting a new section and
therefore she goes back in time. The peace that Mary is talking about
is the peace that was occurring at the time that Mary gave the
prophecy to Melanie Calvat, in other words, in 1846; however, this new
date of 1870 is a little confusing. Let's see what Mary says next: 'This
peace among men will be short-lived (the peace that was occurring
at Melanie Calvat’s time,1846). 'Twenty-five years of abundant
harvests will make them forget that the sins of men are the cause
of all the troubles which come upon the earth.’ Notice in this new
section, section number five, Mary does not give a date. That's
because she expects us to figure it out from what she gave us. We
know that the prophecy was given in 1846 and if you add 25 years to
1846 you come up with 1871. But there's one problem: in 1870 the
Franco-Prussian war broke out. Thus, you would not have 25 years of
peace and Mary would have given a false prophecy. But please notice
that Mary did not say 25 years, she said 25 years of abundant
harvests. In other words, you must start with the year 1846 and the
abundant harvest of that year. So when you add 25 years of abundant
harvests, yes indeed, you do come up with the year 1870 when the
peace was broken. Therefore, this is really an amazing prophecy on
Mary's part and thus the accurate starting date for this fifth section is
1870.
Let's continue looking at section number five: 'A forerunner of the
Antichrist, with his troops gathered from several nations, will
fight against the true Christ, the only savior of the world. He will
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shed much blood and will want to annihilate the worship of God
to make himself be looked upon as God.' There are many possible
candidates for this forerunner of the Antichrist after 1870. I think
probably the most obvious would be Adolf Hitler although you could
include Stalin or Mao. He was the first to practice the cult of
personality. He posted huge images of himself. He wanted people to
say 'Heil Hitler'. That certainly sounds like worship to me. So, Hitler
could be the forerunner of the Antichrist that Mary is talking about
here.
Continuing with the next part of section five: 'The earth will be struck
by calamities of all kinds (in addition to plague and famine which
will be widespread) (Melanie added those words later) there will be a
series of wars until the last war, which will be then fought by the
ten Kings of the Antichrist, all of whom will have one and the
same plan and will be the only rulers of the world.' Once again this
last war that Mary refers to must just precede Armageddon. The series
of wars after Hitler or after World War ll were the wars following 9/11. I
don't believe it refers to the time of Korea or Vietnam etc because that
time was relatively peaceful. The series of wars, I believe, occurred
after 9/11. Let's look again at section 5: 'Before this comes to
pass (that is, before the forerunner of the Antichrist) there will be a
kind of false peace in the world.'
So what is this false peace? Is this false peace the time between World
War 1 and World War 2, for example? And I really don't think so
because what is the definition of a false peace? Evidently, it's not a
real peace and I think after World War 1 there was real peace. In other
words, I know the United States disarmed, much to our eventual
dismay; we rued the day we did that. But I believe that the false peace
refers to a time when nations are actually preparing for war and I
believe the false peace comes before the series of wars which started
with 9/11. In other words, when all the nations were preparing for war,
including the United States. What this interpretation means is that the
Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Gulf War, and so on, were merely
skirmishes in preparation for the final war, World War 3, between the
Scarlet Beast, which represents International Communism and the
Whore of Babylon, which represents Britain and America.
Now, we do have a problem because that interpretation changes who
the forerunner of the Antichrist must be since Hitler came before the
false peace. So Mary is being very subtle here; You have to figure this
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out. The forerunner that Mary is talking about must be someone more
contemporary and that would be someone like, I have suggested
before, Vladimir Putin or maybe even Barack Obama.
And I know Barack Obama may be considered a man
of peace by the Nobel Peace Prize Committee but
actually he was involved with many, many wars
throughout the world, not just in Iraq and Afghanistan,
which he did not do anything to stop, which he
promised he would stop, but also in Libya and in
Egypt in Syria and Iran, all over, including Ukraine. So
it’s very possible that Obama is the forerunner of the
Antichrist whom Mary is talking about here.
Next, Mary says that she is going back in time: 'Before this comes to
pass’, in other words, she's going back in time but she is not starting a
new section. This is kind of interesting. In order to go back in time
without starting a new section, she has to announce that she's going
back in time. And that verifies my contention that all of the other
sections are in chronological order because it is the established pattern
for the entire La Salette prophecy. Therefore, for Mary to break that
pattern, she has to announce that she is going back in time. Next, I
believe that Mary goes forward in time to the time of the forerunner of
the Antichrist, the time we are in now.
Let's return to the La Salette prophecy, section number five: 'Before
this comes to pass there will be a kind of false peace in the
world.' Not a real peace because the nations will actually be
preparing for war and I believe that is what we mean when we call that
era the Cold War; that was a false peace. 'People will think of
nothing but amusements. The wicked will give themselves over to
all kinds of sin. But the children of the Holy Church, the children
of my faith (remember, this is Mary speaking) my true followers (the
Holy Church that she is talking about is the remnant Church. I don't
believe it is the Roman Church because that is being trampled under
by the Gentiles) they will grow in their love for God and in all the
virtues most precious to me. Blessed are the souls humbly
guided by the Holy Spirit! I (that is Mary) shall fight at their side
until they reach a fullness of years.' This ‘fullness of years’ again
refers to Armageddon and note that Mary says that she will fight at our
side. It's interesting that once again, there's no mention of a Pope.
Why doesn't she say the Pope will fight at our side? She says ‘I will
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fight at your side’. And I’ve always said that the woman in Revelation
12 who flees into the desert symbolizes both Mary and the Remnant
Catholic Church. At this time, Mary is in heaven, but here Mary says
she will fight at our side; thus she will go with the Remnant Church into
the desert.
Returning to section 5: 'Nature is asking for vengeance because of
man, and she trembles with dread at what must happen to the
earth stained with crime. Tremble, earth, and you who proclaim
yourself as serving Jesus Christ and who on the inside, only
adore yourselves, tremble for God will hand you over to his
enemy, because the holy places are in a state of corruption. Many
convents are no longer houses of God but the grazing grounds of
Asmodeus and his like.'
This trembling certainly sounds
like 'earthquakes in diverse
places' which Jesus prophesied in the
Olivet Discourse. And this reminds me
of when Jesus rode into Jerusalem on
a donkey and the people all shouted
out 'Hosanna son of David' and the
scribes and the Pharisees told Jesus:
'Don't let your disciples say that, tell
them to be quiet.' And Jesus answered,
He said: 'I tell you if they don't cry out, the rocks will cry out.'
So why will the rocks cry out at this time, in the End Times? Because
earthquakes are very noisy. I don't know if you're aware of that or not. I
only learned that myself, probably 25 years ago, when I went through
one of the very few earthquakes we have in our area. I remember I
was eating breakfast at the time and I just started to bless myself for
grace you know, grace before meals, and just as I started blessing
myself, the house started shaking. That made me very nervous. But I
went to the door and I noticed there was a lot of noise. There's a lot of
noise with an earthquake and I believe that is what Jesus means and
what Mary is referring to here; that the earth will tremble and the rocks
will cry out. And why should they cry out? Because the holy people of
our time are not announcing the return of Jesus Christ. When was the
last time you heard a priest or a bishop or a Cardinal tell people to get
ready for the second coming of our Lord? They don't do it; therefore
the rocks are going to cry out.
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And Mary says here 'God will hand you over to his enemy'. What
does that mean? Well, the enemy is the Antichrist and in Daniel,
chapter 14, and in Esther, God Himself appoints the Antichrist.
Remember, God appointed Haman and He gives Haman the right to
kill the Jews. This is Almighty God who gives the Antichrist his power
and in the End Times we Catholics are prefigured by the persecuted
Jews in the book of Esther.
Now, let's review the chronological summary for this section we just
went through, section 5, and it started, remember, in 1870 with the
Franco-Prussian war and then there was a false peace. That came
before the forerunner of the Antichrist following World War 2, the cold
war, in other words. Then came the forerunner of the Antichrist; that
would be maybe Putin, maybe Obama. We don’t know yet. As I say,
the clues are there, but until they take their office, we don’t really know
who they are. Then there was a series of wars and America has been
at war continuously ever since 9/11. And the wars were in Iraq,
Afghanistan, the Gulf Wars, Libya, Egypt, Ukraine, all over and
America has been involved with all of those. And then came
Armageddon which Mary described as the 'fullness of years’, and that
phrase lets you know you're at the end. And then she closes with a
general admonition which I read.
We are ready for the sixth section of the La Salette prophecy and Mary
does not give a date for this section either but rather she names an
event that will have a definite date, in other words, the birth of the
Antichrist, although we don't know at this time what that date was. So
let's move on to this sixth section of La Salette which I call the birth of
the Antichrist. Remember, these titles are not in the La Salette
prophecy; I have added these titles to distinguish the seven different
sections. The date I give here, 1954, is just a guess. I took that as
Recep Erdogan's birth date but I am NOT saying he's the Antichrist
because, as I say, we have clues but we won't know who the Antichrist
is until he takes office.
‘It will be during this
time (that is during the false
peace between 1945 and
2001 and, as I say, I am
guessing about 1954) that
the Antichrist will be born
of a Hebrew nun (many
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people before have suggested that the Antichrist will be descended
from the tribe of Dan; that is, he will be at least partly Jewish) a false
virgin who will communicate with the old serpent, the master of
impurity, his father will be Ev.' Now, this prophecy was, of course,
originally published in French and that word may indicate a bishop but,
as I say, we're not going to know what these clues mean until the
Antichrist actually takes his office. ‘At birth, he will spew out
blasphemy; he will have teeth, in a word, he will be the devil
incarnate (in other words, Satan is going to imitate God). He will
scream horribly, he will perform wonders; he will feed on nothing
but impurity. He will have brothers, who although not devils
incarnate like himself, will be children of evil (I believe this refers to
the ten Kings of the Antichrist). At the age of twelve, they will draw
attention upon themselves by the gallant victories they will have
won; soon they will lead armies aided by the legions of hell.'
Recently I received an interesting message from someone who says
that these may not be military victories, they may be sports victories,
for example. I thought that was good insight. For example, Putin was
very athletic, very much involved in athletics. Was he a champion of
some sport? Someone said he was a champion at judo. Did he have a
lot of teammates on a team, for example. Remember, the symbolic
interpretation takes precedence over the literal interpretation in
Apocalyptic Literature. And that's what the La Salette prophecy is:
Apocalyptic Literature. Mary says at the age of 12 he will achieve these
victories; but age 12 could also be symbolic. Could this age not refer to
the age of the Antichrist but to the age of our society? In other words,
12 is the midnight hour, and therefore, the End Times. Always look at
the symbolic interpretation ahead of the literal.
Let's continue with this sixth section: 'The seasons will be altered,
the earth will produce nothing but bad fruit, the stars will lose
their regular motion, and the moon will only reflect a faint reddish
glow. Water and fire will give the Earth's globe convulsions and
terrible earthquakes which will swallow
up mountains, cities etc.' That word 'etc'
was added by Melanie later and it simply
means that Mary showed her more
catastrophes than what she describes
here. Next comes the most famous
prophecy in all of the La Salette
prophecies: 'Rome will lose the faith and
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become the seat of the Antichrist.' And this is verified in the book of
Revelation where John says the 'holy city will be trampled
underfoot by the Gentiles'. In the End Times, the roles of the holy
city and the great city are reversed. In John's time, the 'great city' was
Rome and the ‘holy city' was Jerusalem, but in the book of Revelation,
those roles are reversed, because John is describing the End Times.
In the End Times, the holy city is Rome because it is the home of the
Roman Catholic Church and the great city is Jerusalem, I think,
because Israel has so much to do with the world's wealth. I suspect
that's why John calls it the great city and we know it's the great city,
according to John, because he says that's where our Lord was
crucified. He also calls Jerusalem 'a Sodom and an Egypt'.
Let's return now to section six: 'The
demons of the air together with the
Antichrist will perform great wonders
on earth and in the atmosphere, and
men will become more and more
perverted. (And we see that perversion
even in the Church.) God will take care
of his faithful servants (now 'servants' is a code word in End Times
prophecy for the remnant Jews) and men of good will (this is a code
word for the remnant Catholics). The Gospel will be preached
everywhere, and all peoples of all nations will get to know the
truth.’ Now Mary switches back to the present tense because she is
going to give a heartfelt appeal for people to join her army in these End
Times.
Listen to this and see if it doesn't sound like a recruiting sergeant
giving a spiel to the soldiers waiting to join Mary’s End Times army: 'I
make an urgent appeal to the earth. I call on the true disciples of
the living God who reigns in heaven; I call on the true followers of
Christ made man, the only Savior of men; I call on my children the
truth faithful, those who have given themselves to me so that I
may lead them to my divine Son (how many times have I told you
that Mary is the leader in these End Times? She is our five star
general!), those whom I carry in my arms, so to speak, those who
have lived in my spirit.' Clearly Mary is gathering her remnant army;
we are the seed of this woman. 'Finally, I call on the Apostles of the
last days the faithful disciples of Jesus Christ who have lived in
scorn for the world and for themselves, in poverty and in humility,
in scorn and in silence, in prayer and in mortification, in chastity
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and in union with God, in suffering and unknown to the world. It is
time they came out and filled the world with light. Go and reveal
yourselves to be my cherished children. I am at your side and
within you, provided that your faith is the light which shines upon
you in these unhappy days. May your zeal make you famished for
the glory and the honor of Jesus Christ. Fight, children of the
light, you the few who can see, for now is the time of all times,
now is the end of all ends.'
When I first read that exhortation quite a few years ago it had a
tremendous impact on me. It's beautiful writing and it's a powerful
recruitment of soldiers, and that's when I decided to start my ministry. I
had no experience in this vocation. I was a furniture engineer but when
I first read that I said, 'that's me she's talking about'. I really felt that.
And again, she ends this section with the phrase 'the end of all
ends'. Thus we see that section six, just like all of the others, goes
chronologically from an earlier date, this time later than the 19th
century, and it ends with an End Times date. It began with the birth of
the Antichrist, and we don't know that day but it is nonetheless a
specific date. Some day we will be able to fill in that blank. She moved
on to the reign of the Antichrist. Then Mary said that ‘Rome will lose
the faith and become the seat of the Antichrist’. And she
concluded with Armageddon. Then she gave her impassioned
exhortation to all the rest of us to join her army against the Antichrist,
which was in the present tense. And you could insert that exhortation
anywhere in the La Salette prophecy but it's significant that she put it
here during the reign of the Antichrist. And that phrase which ends this
sixth section, is the 'end of all ends'. Therefore, we see that all of the
events in this section, just like all of the other sections, are in
chronological sequence; they are in their correct order.
Moving on to the seventh and last section of the La Salette prophecy, I
call this section, ‘Enoch and Elijah Come to Earth’, and I am putting
down here as the date, I'm guessing, 2011, and I will show in a minute
why that's an educated guess: 'The Church will be in eclipse, the
world will be in dismay. But now, Enoch and Elijah will come,
filled with the Spirit of God.' So again, in this section, Mary does not
give a specific date but she refers to a date which we will eventually
know. Just like the birth date of the Antichrist, we will be able to fill in
the blanks, so to speak, because it will be the day when Enoch and
Elijah come filled with the Holy Spirit. And I'm not sure if you remember
this, but the voice of Elijah was heard, in that fire tornado in Australia
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which occurred on the 11th anniversary of 9/11; in other words, on
9/11, 2012. That itself is significant and the voice in the tornado, fire
tornado, said 'I am here'; a very thrilling sound. Once you hear that
you can never forget it. It's not loud, it's faint, but it is very clear and
that can only refer to Elijah because he left in the fiery chariot; and so
it’s appropriate for him to return in a fire tornado.

Elijah says "I am here"
https://www.thirdeaglemedia.com/2012

What's interesting is that he spoke English; and he appeared on the
anniversary of 9/11. Therefore, I think his message was for those of us
here in the United States.
Continuing with section number seven: 'They will preach with the
might of God (this is Enoch and Elijah) and men of goodwill will
believe in God, and many souls will be comforted. They will make
great steps forward through the virtue of the Holy Spirit and will
condemn the devilish lapses of the Antichrist. Woe to the
inhabitants of the earth!' And again, I think that 'woe to the
inhabitants of the earth' is a direct reference to my mission because
that's exactly what the Eagle says in Revelation 8, verse 13. Section
seven continues: 'There will be bloody wars and famines, plagues
and infectious diseases.’ I believe these are the Trumpet, Seal and
Bowl judgments. 'It will rain with a fearful hail of animals.'
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And we've already seen that. 'There will be thunderstorms which
will shake cities, earthquakes which will swallow up countries.
Voices will be heard in the air. Men will beat their heads against
walls, call for their death, and on another side death will be their
torment. Blood will flow on all sides. Who will be the victor if God
does not shorten the length of the test? All the blood, the tears
and prayers of the righteous, God will relent.' In fact, if you
remember in the Bible, Jesus said 'If I do not return there would be no
flesh left on earth’. ‘Enoch and Elijah will be put to death. Pagan
Rome will disappear. The fire of heaven will fall and consume
three cities.' Do three cities symbolize three countries, by the
way? 'All the universe will be struck with terror and many will let
themselves be led astray because they have not worshipped the
true Christ who lives among them. It is time; the sun is darkening;
only faith will survive.' That is an extremely important warning, 'only
faith will survive'. If you remember nothing else from the La Salette
prophecy, remember that phrase, 'only faith will survive'. That is how
we will get through the Great Tribulation.
Let's continue with section seven: 'Now is the time; the abyss is
opening. Here is the king of kings of darkness (that would be
Satan) here is the beast with his subjects calling himself the
savior of the world (that would be the Antichrist). He will rise
proudly into the air to go to Heaven. He will be smothered by the
breath of the Archangel Saint Michael. He will fall, and the earth,
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which will have been in a continuous series of evolutions for
three days(could that be the three days of darkness?) will open up
its fiery bowels: and he will have plunged for all eternity with all
his followers into the everlasting chasms of hell.'
So, as I say, do you suppose that refers to the three days of darkness?
And this casting of the Antichrist into hell is found almost with the exact
same description in the book of Revelation, chapters 19 and 20. Let's
return to section number seven: 'And then water and fire will purge
the earth and consume all the works of men's pride and all will be
renewed. God will be served and glorified.' And that is the end of
the La Salette prophecy.
And once again in this section seven, Mary began with a specific date
and ended with, in this case, the Millennium where 'God will be
served and glorified'. So we started with the arrival of Enoch and
Elijah, then Mary described their ministry, she described their
martyrdom, then she gave us the warning that 'only faith will
survive' and once again, this section ended with End Times events,
Armageddon, and finally the Millennium. And I believe this description
of the desert-like condition on earth following the End Times comet is
consistent with Bible prophecy and that phrase 'God will be served
and glorified' once again, is a description of the Millennium. And as I
said before, I don't know any other Marian apparition that describes the
Millennium; and that is very interesting. Let me reiterate, the Church
condemns Millenarianism, not the Millennium. And that is the
conclusion of my two-part series on the amazing prophecy that Mary
gave at La Salette back in 1846 and I have shown, I think quite
concisely, that this is Apocalyptic Literature and all Apocalyptic
Literature becomes more pertinent as we continue through the End
Times; and Apocalyptic Literature must be interpreted by a CoProphet, and that is my mission.
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